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Abstract

Variability in patients’ response to interventions in pain and other clinical settings is large. Many explanations such as trial methods,
environment or culture have been proposed, but this paper sets out to show that the main cause of the variability may be random chance,
and that if trials are small their estimate of magnitude of effect may be incorrect, simply because of the random play of chance. This is
highly relevant to the questions of ‘How large do trials have to be for statistical accuracy?’ and ‘How large do trials have to be for their
results to be clinically valid?’ The true underlying control event rate (CER) and experimental event rate (EER) were determined from
single-dose acute pain analgesic trials in over 5000 patients. Trial group size required to obtain statistically significant and clinically
relevant (0.95 probability of number-needed-to-treat within±0.5 of its true value) results were computed using these values. Ten thousand
trials using these CER and EER values were simulated using varying group sizes to investigate the variation due to random chance alone.
Most common analgesics have EERs in the range 0.4–0.6 and CER of about 0.19. With such efficacy, to have a 90% chance of obtaining a
statistically significant result in the correct direction requires group sizes in the range 30–60. For clinical relevance nearly 500 patients are
required in each group. Only with an extremely effective drug (EER. 0.8) will we be reasonably sure of obtaining a clinically relevant
NNT with commonly used group sizes of around 40 patients per treatment arm. The simulated trials showed substantial variation in CER
and EER, with the probability of obtaining the correct values improving as group size increased. We contend that much of the variability in
control and experimental event rates is due to random chance alone. Single small trials are unlikely to be correct. If we want to be sure of
getting correct (clinically relevant) results in clinical trials we must study more patients. Credible estimates of clinical efficacy are only
likely to come from large trials or from pooling multiple trials of conventional (small) size. 1998 International Association for the
Study of Pain. Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

We know that random variation can occur, and expect it
to occur in clinical trials. Studies examining how much
random variation can contribute to total variation in clinical
trials are rare. This paper is about the variability in patients’
response to an intervention, whether the intervention is an
experimental treatment or control.

If we decide on some indication of success of the treat-
ment, such as relief of at least 50% of a symptom, then a
proportion of patients will achieve success with the experi-
mental treatment, and a proportion of patients will achieve
success with the control. We use the phrase ‘experimental
event rate’ (EER) to describe the proportion of patients
achieving success (the event) with the experimental treat-
ment, and the phrase ‘control event rate’ (CER) to describe
the proportion of patients achieving success (the event) with
the control treatment.

Variability in response rates will, with their magnitude,
influence how many patients need to be studied to produce a
high chance that a clinical trial will come to a statistically
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significant outcome. Often the results of a single clinical
trial are taken into clinical practice, although clinical trials
are not powered to measure the magnitude of a result as well
as its direction. This paper sets out to investigate random
variability in the setting of acute pain, using the number-
needed-to-treat (NNT) (Cook and Sackett, 1995) as a mar-
ker of clinical relevance of an intervention.

1.1. Observation-success (event) rates vary

The medical literature contains many examples of clin-
ical trials which reach different conclusions about how suc-
cessful an intervention may be, or whether it works at all. In
pain research, for instance, one study with tramadol con-
cluded that it was an excellent analgesic (Sunshine et al.,
1992) and another that it had no analgesic effect at all
(Stubhaug et al., 1995). The reality is that the proportion
of patients who respond to treatment, either with placebo or
active therapy, varies, and the extent of that response also
varies. Which of the tramadol papers was correct? This
paper is about the causes of diversity of trial results, and
the impact this has for meta-analysis.

Variation in event rates is seen in many areas of medi-
cine (Soll and McQueen, 1992; Trame`r et al., 1995; Ali
and Goetz, 1997) as well as in acute and chronic pain. For
this paper we restrict our examples to acute pain. For
example, with ibuprofen, there was a huge range in response
rates for placebo and ibuprofen 400 mg in randomized,
double-blind studies in patients with moderate or severe
post-operative pain (Fig. 1). In individual trials between
0% and 60% of patients achieved at least 50% pain relief
with placebo, and between about 10% and 100% with ibu-
profen 400 mg.

1.2. Source of event rate variability

What is going on? Attempts have been made to try to
understand or explain this variability (Cooper, 1991), espe-
cially the variability in control event rate (Evans, 1974;
McQuay et al., 1996).

1.3. Trial design

One obvious source is trial design. Could there be undis-
covered bias despite randomization and the use of double-
blind methods, which if true would undermine the confi-
dence placed in clinical trial results?

Randomization controls for selection bias, and the dou-
ble-blind design is there to control observer bias. Patients
may know a placebo was one possible treatment, and inves-
tigators know the study design and active treatments; it has
been suggested that this can modify patients’ behaviour in
trials (Gracely et al., 1985; Wall, 1993). Patients may have
opportunities to communicate with each other. Doctors
know the trial design when recruiting patients, which may
be a source of bias (Bergmann et al., 1994). Nurse observers
often spend most time with patients, and the nurse might be
able to influence a patient’s response by his/her demeanour
based on experience of other patients’ reactions. That would
produce time-dependent changes in study results as has
been seen before (Shapiro et al., 1954).

1.4. Population

The reason for large variations in control event rates with
placebo may have something to do with the population stu-
died – Scottish stoics versus Welsh wimps. There is little
evidence for this, but there may be differences between men
and women, or in response in different clinical settings
(Moore and McQuay, 1997).

1.5. Environment

Another explanation may be the environmental situation
Fig. 1. Percentages of patients with at least 50% pain relief with placebo or
ibuprofen 400 mg in randomized double-blind trials.

Fig. 2. Percent of maximum pain relief obtained in single-dose randomized
double-blind trials in post-operative pain for 826 patients given placebo
and 3157 patients given analgesics.
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in which a trial is conducted. Inpatients in a nice hospital
with a charming nurse might have a good response while
outpatients filling in diaries alone at home might not
(Ulrich, 1983). Other clinical or societal factors which we
have yet to recognize may influence event rates.

1.6. Random effects

The observation is that an individual patient can have no
pain relief or 100% pain relief. That is true whether they
receive placebo or active treatment (Fig. 2) (McQuay et al.,
1996). Clearly if we choose only one patient to have placebo
and only one patient to have treatment, either or both could
pass or fail to reach the dichotomous hurdle of at least 50%
pain relief. The more patients who have the treatment or
placebo, the more likely we are to have a result which
reflects the true underlying distribution. But how many is
enough for us to be comfortable that random effects can be
ignored?

Until the full effects of the random play of chance are
appreciated, we cannot begin to unravel effects of trial
design, or population or environmental effects. The aim of
this paper is to examine the effects of random chance, and
we describe this by using trials of single doses of analgesics
in acute pain of moderate or severe intensity, together with
the implications of random chance for meta-analysis. The
two issues are the impact of random effects both on the
direction of an effect and on its magnitude.

The following section describes the origin of the data
used to determine real control event rate (CER) in acute
pain trials and the questions to be addressed by the calcula-
tions and simulations.

2. Methods

2.1. Data origins

We have had access to individual patient data from ran-
domized, double-blind, single-dose evaluations of analge-
sics in over 5000 patients (McQuay et al., 1996; Moore and
McQuay, 1997). In reviews we used published information
from many hundreds of trials in acute pain (Moore et al.,
1997). The strength of these studies is that they used stan-
dard methods of pain assessment in the same pain condi-
tions, and, because they were randomized and double-blind,
they were relatively free from known sources of bias.

This constitutes unique information which can be used to
provide a very strong indication of the true underlying dis-
tribution of pain relief for placebo and active treatments.
Three sets of data were used as the basis for mathematical
modelling of acute pain studies: (1) individual patient data
for analgesics and placebo in acute pain (Fig. 2); (2) pla-
cebo event rates in clinical trials in acute pain (Fig. 3); (3)
group sizes commonly used in clinical trials in acute pain
(Fig. 4).

2.2. Questions

Assume that we have a dichotomous outcome measure of
at least 50% pain relief applied to standardized acute pain
trials. If we knew the true control event rate (CER) with
placebo and the true experimental event rate (EER) for some
analgesic for this measure, then we would like to answer the
following questions (throughout we will assume equal
group sizes).

1. How unlikely are we to get the wrong answer (statistical
significance)? For our assumed CER and EER, how
many patients have to be studied to give a certain prob-
ability (0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95) of not getting the wrong
answer (i.e. of getting a statistically significant result in
the correct direction and rejecting the null hypothesis)?

2. How likely are we to get the correct answer (clinical
relevance)? We also want to know the clinical relevance
of any result (i.e. we want to know both the direction of
the result and its magnitude). We have chosen NNT
(McQuay and Moore, 1997) as a measure of clinical
relevance, so we want to know how large the group
size has to be to give a certain probability that the
value of an NNT is credible within clinically acceptable
bounds. In our case, we have chosen to define clinical
relevance to be±0.5, and our preferred value of certain
probability will be 0.95. So to re-phrase the question
using these concrete values: how many patients need
to be studied for us to have a 95% chance that the
NNT is within ±0.5 of its true value?

3. Finally we want to know the effect of the random play
of chance on clinical trials in which the true underlying
CER and EER are known. This can be expressed as a
plot of the probability distribution for CER against EER
(L’Abbé et al., 1987) to indicate where a single trial
conducted according to standard protocols and of con-
ventional size is likely to lie just because of chance and
excluding any environmental effects.

Fig. 3. Placebo response rates in 87 randomized double-blind trials in post-
operative pain.
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2.3. Calculations and simulations

2.3.1. Statistical significance
When dealing with binary data in clinical trials by far the

most commonly used statistical method is the simple 2× 2
contingency table with continuity correction, using thex2-
test. This method was therefore used to answer the question
of how large does the group size,n, have to be to give a
certain probability (0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95) of getting a
statistically significant result in the correct direction (i.e.
of not getting the wrong answer) for our assumed CER
and EER. The level of significance was taken as 0.95 (cor-
responding to aP-value of 0.05), because this is the most
commonly used value in clinical practice.

Let E be a discrete random variable representing the
number of experimental events and letC be a discrete ran-
dom variable representing the number of control events. Note
thatE andC are independent binomial random variables, so
that for a group size ofn, and an EER, say ofp, and a CER
of q, we can calculate the probability Pr (Eqs. (1) and (2)):

Pr(E=ne) =
�

n
ne

�
pne(1−p)n−ne (1)

Pr(C =nc) =
�

n
nc

�
qnc(1−q)n−nc (2)

wherene, nc are the observed numbers of experimental and
control events respectively, and by independence for any
pair (ne, nc) we have (Eq. (3))

Pr(E=ne,C =nc) =Pr(E=ne)Pr(C =nc) (3)

Let T be the total probability that we obtain a significant
result for given values ofn, p and qi.e. the probability that
we get the ‘right answer’. Let (dnc; nc) denote any pair (nc,
nc) for which we obtain a significant result from thex2 test.
Then (Eq. (4))

T = ∑
(dne,nc)

Pr(E=ne, C =nc) =

∑
(dne, nc)

�
n
ne

�
pne(1−p)n−ne

�
n
nc

�
qnc(1−q)n−nc (4)

In algorithmic form, this is achieved as follows.

1. Set the variableT to zero.
2. For each pair (ne, nc) such that ne . nc (we have

assumed the treatment is more effective than the con-
trol) determine whetherne and nc give a statistically
significant result using thex2-test.

3. If step 2 gives a statistically significant result, then cal-
culate the probability of obtaining the pair (ne, nc) and
add this probability to the sumT defined in 1.

4. Once steps 2 and 3 have been performed for allne from
n to 0, and for allnc from 0 to ne the variableT will
contain the desired probability.

This will be clearer with a concrete example and we will
choose a small value ofn for convenience (it should be
noted that this particular example is very inaccurate, since
the approximations associated with thex2 test are very poor
for such small values ofn, but it is useful for illustration).
Suppose that the CERq = 0.16, the EERp = 0.5, and group
size n = 6. The possible values for the number of experi-
mental events arene = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. However to obtain a
significant result in the correct direction we must have a
greater number of experimental events than control events,
so we only need to test values ofnc up to the value ofne. So,
starting withne = 6, we checknc = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to see if
any are significant, then forne = 5 we check nc = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
and so on. In this process we find that only the pairs (6,0),
(6,1) and (5,0) are significant. The binomial probabilities of
obtaining each of these pairs can then be calculated as
above. The easiest to calculate is (6,0), since the probability
of obtaining six events in the active group is (0.5)6, and of
obtaining 0 events in the control is (0.84)6 and taking the
product gives 5.49× 10−3. In total these three pairs give a
probability T = 0.0447 forn = 6, which can be interpreted
as follows: in a trial with six patients in each of the active
and control groups, and a true EER of 0.5 and a true CER of
0.16, the probability of obtaining a significant result at the
0.95 significance level using the standardx2 test is just
0.0447 i.e. we would get the ‘right answer’ in fewer than
5% of such trials.

2.4. Clinical relevance

All of the above relates only to the group size necessary
to have a certain probability of obtaining a statistically sig-
nificant improvement of active over control in an RCT. But
we want to know the clinical credibility of the intervention,
using the NNT as the measure of clinical effectiveness. If
we can give an accurate measurement of the NNT of an
analgesic, then we can answer the more important question

Fig. 4. Frequency of trial size in 244 treatment arms from 90 trials.
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for the practising clinician, which is not ‘does this interven-
tion work?’, but rather ‘how well does this intervention
work compared with other possible interventions?’ (Eq. (5))

If we again take the CER to beq and the EER to bep, then
the NNT is defined to be

NNT =
1

p−q
(5)

or the reciprocal of the absolute risk reduction. Given these
values ofp andq, and a particular group sizen, we wish to
find the probability that the observed NNT will be within
±0.5 of the true NNT. The NNT is again a discrete
(although non-integer) random variable dependent on the
absolute risk, which is in turn dependent on the variablesE
and C, the number of experimental and control events. If
we letZ = E − C (so thatZ can take values between−n and
+n), then the NNT= n/(E − C) = n/Z. We wish to obtain
the probability that a particular observed NNT will be
within ±0.5 of the true NNT, that is

Pr −0:5 ≤ NNT −
1

p−q
≤ + 0:5

� �

=Pr −0:5 ≤
n
Ζ

−
1

p−q
≤ + 0:5

� �

=Pr −0:5+
1

p−q
≤

n
Ζ

≤ + 0:5 +
1

p−q

� �

=Pr
2−p−q
2(p−q)

≤
n
Ζ

≤
2+p−q
2(p−q)

��

=Pr
2n(p−q)
2+p−q

≤ Ζ ≤
2n(p−q)
2 −p+q

��
(6)

=Pr(nzl ≤ Z ≤ nzu)

= ∑
nz =nzu

nz =nzl

Pr(Z =nz) (7)

wherenzl andnzu are the nearest integers above and below
the left and right hand sides respectively of the inequality in
Eq. (6). Since we know that the probability distributions of
E and C are binomial, we can obtain the probability dis-
tribution of Z as follows (Eq. (8))

Pr(Z =nz) =Pr(E−C =nz) =Pr(E=nz +nc, C =nc) =

Xnc�nÿnz

nc�0

�
n

nz� nc

�
pnz�nc�1ÿ p�nÿ�nz�nc�

�
n
nc

�
qnc�1ÿ q�nÿnc (8)

Substituting this into Eq. (7) gives the required probability
that the NNT will be within clinical accuracy.

2.5. Simulations to investigate the distribution of CER and
EER

We want to know the likely spread of CER and EER over
the range of probable group sizes due to random chance
alone. This spread can be shown as a L’Abbe´ plot of CER
against EER (L’Abbe´ et al., 1987). To do this 10 000 ran-
domized controlled trials will be simulated, each of sizen
and consisting of an active arm with EERp, and a control
arm with CERq. The group sizen will also be randomly
generated from a normal distribution with mean 40, stan-
dard deviation 15 and minimum group size 10. These simu-
lations can also be used as a convenient check on the
theoretical results for the NNT derived above, so a calcula-
tion of the NNT is included in the simulation algorithm so
that the proportion of simulated NNTs within ‘clinical accu-
racy’ can be derived. The algorithm for the simulation is
then as follows:

1. Generate the group sizen from the normal distribution
(if n , 10 then repeat).

2. For each of then patients in the control group generate a
random number,r say, uniformly distributed between 0
and 1. If r , q then add 1 to the number of control
events. This will result in a simulated value of the
total number of control events, saync, and calculate
the observed CER asnc/n.

3. Repeat step 2 for the EER (so now user , p) etc. to
obtain the observed EER asne/n. (Note: the expected
number of control events will ben × q and of experi-
mental eventsn × q each time we do this, as required.)

4. Calculate the NNT of this simulated trial from the
observed EER and CER obtained in steps 2 and 3. If
NNT is infinite then do not include this trial when cal-
culating the mean NNT.

5. Repeat steps 1–4 10 000 times. Calculate the NNT from
these 10 000 trials and count the number of simulated
trials in which the simulated NNT value is within±0.5
of the true NNT.

Note that for any given group sizen there are (n + 1)2

possible pairs (ne/n, nc/n) of observed EER and CER. By
plotting the frequency with which each of these pairs occurs
within a particular unit of area (we choose to divide the
region into squares of side 0.1) as a two-dimensional func-
tion of the CER and EER, we can obtain a measure of the
likely distribution of CER and EER as the group size is
varied.

3. Results

3.1. Statistical significance

The results obtained for statistical significance are sum-
marized in Table 1, where we give the group size necessary
to have probabilities of 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95 of obtaining a
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statistically significant result at the 0.95 level from thex2-
test with a CER of 0.16 and EERs from 0.3 to 0.8. The
calculations for small values ofn are not accurate, but are
included for completeness. The normal approximations on
which the x2 is based become increasingly accurate for
n . 10.

Most common analgesics have EERs in the range 0.4–
0.6, and it is clear that to have any degree of certainty of
obtaining a statistically significant result we must use group
sizes of at least 40. If we expect an analgesic to have an EER
falling within the most common range of 0.4–0.6, then to
have a 90% chance of obtaining a statistically significant
result in the right direction we should choose group sizes in
the range 30–60 (depending on our confidence in the effi-
cacy of the drug), and for a 95% chance we should choose a
group size in the range 30–70. It is clear that, even for the
more potent common analgesics with EERs of 0.5, a group
size of 20 would only be expected to indicate a significant
improvement over placebo half of the time, suggesting that
trials with so few patients are a waste of time and money,
and should be considered ethically unsound.

3.2. Clinical relevance

Table 2 gives the approximate group size necessary to
have a probability of 0.5, 0.75, 0.90 and 0.95 of obtaining
a clinically relevant value of the NNT again with a CER of
0.16 and with EERs from 0.3 to 0.8. Comparing this with the
group sizes needed (Table 1) to obtain a statistically signif-
icant result, we can see that except for very high EERs, we

need about 10 times as many patients in each group for
clinical relevance. For the commonest value of EER of
0.5 we can now answer the question that we posed: we
need nearly 500 patients in each group to have a probability
of 0.95 of obtaining the NNT to within±0.5 of its true value.
Only when we have an extremely effective drug with an
EER in excess of 0.8 will we be reasonably sure of obtaining
a clinically credible NNT with the commonly used group
size of around 40 patients per treatment arm.

3.3. Simulated trials

Fig. 5 shows the results of simulating 10 000 trials, each
with underlying CER= 0.16 and EER= 0.5, using ran-
domly varying group sizes generated from a normal distri-
bution with mean 40± 15, but with minimum group size
restricted to 10. This gives a distribution of group sizes very
similar to that observed in practice for acute post-operative
pain (Fig. 1). The frequency with which each possible pair
of EER and CER values occurred was counted and this was
used to construct a two-dimensional contour plot (Fig. 5)

Table 1

Number of patients required in each group for a statistically significant result at the 0.95 level

Probability Experimental event rate

0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

0.50 83 34 26 19 17 13 10 7
0.75 137 55 40 32 27 21 14 10
0.90 200 79 57 44 34 29 20 13
0.95 244 95 68 53 41 33 23 16

Group sizes required to obtain a probability of 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95 of obtaining a statistically significant result from thex2 test with a CER of 0.16 and
EERs from 0.3 to 0.8.

Table 2

Number of patients required in each group for a clinically relevant number
needed to treat

Probability Experimental event rate

0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

0.50 >500 200 50 20 10 ,10
0.75 >500 >500 150 60 25 10
0.90 >500 >500 320 110 50 20
0.95 >500 >500 470 180 80 40

Group sizes required to obtain a probability of 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95 of
obtaining a clinically relevant NNT (NNT within±0.5 of true value) with a
CER of 0.16 and EERs from 0.3 to 0.8.

Fig. 5. Two-dimensional L’Abbe plot of the probability density for trials in
acute post-operative pain.
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which shows the density per unit area (as a percentage of the
total number of trials simulated) of these pairs.

3.4. Simulated NNTs

This simulation was also used to check the theoretical
calculations of the probability of a trial producing a clini-
cally relevant NNT by counting the number of times our
simulated NNT values are within±0.5 of the true NNT
value out of the 10 000 simulations. For CER= 0.16 and
values of EER between 0.4 and 0.6, Table 3 gives the per-
centage of trials in which the simulated NNT was within
±0.5 of the true NNT value. The results in Table 3 confirm
that if we want to obtain a measure of the NNT which is of
acceptable clinical accuracy, we should use group sizes of a
minimum of 500 patients in both the active and control
arms.

4. Discussion

This paper shows that size is everything. The variability
in the response rates to both placebo and active treatments
means that if we want to be sure of getting the correct
(clinically relevant) result in both direction and magnitude
in clinical trials of analgesics we must study more patients
than the conventional 40 patients per group, a number cho-
sen to be confident of not getting the wrong answer in direc-
tion only.

This variability in the response rates to both placebo and
active treatments has been recognized before, and was
blamed on either flaws in trial design and conduct, or on
non-specific effects of placebo (Evans, 1974). We contend
that much of this variability is due to random chance alone,
and we need not search for abstruse causes. This variability
is the likely cause of the two discordant reports of trama-
dol’s efficacy (Sunshine et al., 1992; Stubhaug et al., 1995).
It also justifies clinical conservatism, the caution necessary
before taking the results of a single (small) trial into prac-
tice. That single small trial is unlikely to give accurate

results. A trial with group sizes of 40 could have NNT
values between one and nine just by chance, when the
true value was three.

Most clinical trials of analgesics are performed to demon-
strate statistical superiority over placebo, and are powered
to be confident of not getting the wrong answer. To achieve
this, group sizes of about 40 patients are used; 95% of the
time this will yield the desired statistical superiority over
placebo, given a useful intervention like 400 mg of ibupro-
fen (Table 1). But to reach a clinically credible estimate of
efficacy, defined as a NNT within±0.5 of the true value, we
need 10 times as many patients (Table 2).

Acute pain trials with 1000 patients are never done. Cred-
ible estimates of clinical relevance which examine both
magnitude and direction of an effect will only come from
pooling multiple trials of conventional size. The sting in the
tail here is that those estimates also need data on 1000
patients, or more than 10 trials, to achieve this credibility
(Table 2).

Comparing Figs. 1 and 5, all the points on Fig. 1 fall
within the variability predicted due to random chance
alone. No other explanation is necessary. Only when we
have substantial data should we investigate other possible
influences such as pain model (Moore and McQuay, 1997),
population studied and nebulous environmental factors.

These principles almost certainly apply in other clinical
settings (Soll and McQueen, 1992; Trame`r et al., 1995; Ali
and Goetz, 1997). Powering trials for statistical significance
is arguably not good enough, because the magnitude of the
clinical effect will still be uncertain. Clinically useful trials
also need clinically useful outcomes, as well as trial size big
enough to allow us to be confident about magnitude of the
effect. We need to know what degree of improvement on a
particular scale matters to the patient (Guyatt et al., 1998).
This is quite a challenge to the way we do clinical trials at
present, where the focus is on the minimum size necessary
for statistical significance.
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